IMMIGRATION SA
Additional instructions

Instructions for state nomination applications for ICT occupations
with a skills assessment from the Australian Computer Society (ACS).
ICT occupations – offshore applicants
As in 2016/17, in 2017/18 Immigration SA is again requiring offshore applicants for ICT
occupations that appear on the State Nominated Occupation List to meet a higher
points requirement on the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP)
points test. This will apply to any occupation involving a skills assessment from the
Australian Computer Society (ACS).
Please refer to the State Nominated Occupation List for details of the current minimum
points requirement for your ICT occupation. The minimum points requirement will
initially be set at 70 points (including the 10 state nomination points for the subclass
489 provisional visa) and then may be reduced to 65 points and then 60 points
depending on the number of applications received. Immigration SA will provide notice
of seven (7) calendar days advising of any changes to the points required. For
updates, please subscribe to the News releases on the Immigration SA website.
If an occupation has met its planning level, it will be listed as “special conditions” and
applicants will only be eligible if they fall under one of the special conditions categories
(for accessing special conditions and Supplementary Skill List occupations).
ICT occupations – working in South Australia / South Australian graduate
categories
Higher points are not required if you are applying under the following categories:


currently working in a skilled occupation in South Australia; or



if you are applying under the international graduate of South Australia.

In these cases, a minimum of 60 points only is required (including state nomination
points).
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ICT occupations – work experience points
Your ACS skills assessment will state what date your skilled work experience is
recognised from - see example below:

Please ensure you check this date before claiming work experience points on your
SkillSelect Expression of Interest (EOI). If you claim work experience points prior to this
date listed on your skills assessment, your state nomination application will be refused
due to points being incorrectly claimed.
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For further information, please contact us at:
Immigration South Australia, GPO Box 320, Adelaide SA 5001, Australia

Telephone: +61 8 8303 2420

Please Note: Any information about the law in Australia or South Australia is provided as general
information only and is not legal advice. This fact sheet is a starting point only and is not a substitute
for legal or professional advice. While the Department has attempted to ensure the information is accurate
at the time of publishing, no responsibility will be accepted for any errors or omissions and the Government
of South Australia will not be liable for any loss or damage incurred by any person as a consequence of
any use, reference or reliance on this information. Any such use, reference or reliance shall be at the sole
risk of that person who should seek their own legal and or/professional advice if required.
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